Employment, business issues
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Honeybuns is doing well with high ethical local employment. Can we attract similar to our village?
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Not large enough for businesses
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Employment that one wouldn't have to drive to
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Careful restriction but we need some plan for small businesses to be encourages to the village
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Encourage small business but limit expansion as road structure could not cope (bridge, difficult access)
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Hard for any new business as lack of public transport. This has to be tackled to help business.
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We do not want Holwell turning into a commuter or retirement village. Local business opportunities are needed.

9

More local employment such as Honeybuns

10 The narrow roads do not lend themselves to businesses where large lorries are required for deliveries. This is a current problem
11 Bringing in any large businesses would impact on our road system
12 Employment is this area is not sustainable
13 To establish new businesses there would need to be better transport links and communication networks. Good broadband links
essentialto verges due to HGV's delivering to local businesses
14 Damage
15 Farms need to continue and product good local produce. Wider range of businesses needs encouragement
16 Not much employment in the area but easy access to Yeovil, Sherborne, Dorchester and Sturminster Newton
17 Small business enterprises could be encouraged
18 A few more small businesses connected to rural needs would be good
19 The present infrastructure is only suitable for farming or "cottage" industries
20 Small businesses within the village might be welcome but those needing to the need of large/heavy vehicles on expansion should
avoided. Any
e.g. the nursery,
shouldHGVs)
not be allowed to expand without the provision of off road parking.
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22 If any new business is to be encouraged then some business reduction rates encouraged
23 Encouragement of small businesses Road infrastructure not suitable for businesses need frequent HGV visits
24 Employment not likely to increase. Would not wish to see any major business as would ruin village outlook
25 Keep at current size of businesses not to generate any further traffic
26 Try to encourage more employment but not sure what type of businesses we can attract
27 With superfast broadband, employment opportunities are now much greater for those working from home. I would not want to
any
other large
in Holwell as traffic
an issue
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29 No businesses that involve continual use of large vehicles

